TravelTracker
TravelTracker is an integrated travel tracking service. It complements your Membership by
delivering pre-departure travel information, quickly finding and communicating with mobile
workers, as well as delivering essential management reports to keep senior managers informed.
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Prevention Better Than Cure
Travel disruptions, infectious diseases and security
hotspots affect modern travel. You cannot afford
to leave their effects to chance.

Using TravelTracker means that in an emergency
you can respond effectively; sometimes even
before your workers know they need assistance.

Ensure that your mobile workforce is properly
prepared for such risks; before and during their
trips. Should there be a crisis, make sure it is easy
to locate and communicate with them at a
moment's notice. Receive critical management
reports when you need them to keep senior
managers up-to-date.

TravelTracker with Membership is the only
combination that covers you and your mobile
workforce every step of the way.

TravelTracker is the essential risk mitigation tool.
Integrated into the world's leading medical, travel
security and logistics network it remains the
market leading mobile workforce tracking service.

TravelTracker Services provide:
•
•
•

Fast Find

•

In an emergency, find your mobile workers quickly
and easily with a few mouse clicks. Once located,
e-mail or text them guidance or just confirm that
all is well.

•

More Than Just Tracking
By e-mailing your mobile workforce with
destination information, before and during their
trips, TravelTracker helps minimise travel risks and
reduce disruption to their lives and your business.
Built-in management reports complement search
capabilities, by warning of potential issues, such as
too many executives on one flight. They also
provide that crucial audit trail in the unlikely case
that something goes wrong.
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•

Automatic collation of itinerary data for fast,
reliable identification of worker whereabouts
Delivery of Pre-trip Advisories and travel
updates to ensure travellers are properly
prepared
Essential management reports to provide an
audit trail supporting duty-of-care
Text and map based searches to find mobile
workers quickly when needed
Management reports that support compliance
and operational efficiency
Ability to add two-way text, e-mail or text-to
speech to confirm safety in an emergency.

